Inside such a jet, the weak barrel-shaped shock waves are always present and these shock waves are the main sources of the oscillatory processes in the jet. In the reg- (1)
Here the angle _o is measured from the straight line _o = 0 which is inclined to the initial wall direction by the angle _o; 6 is the angle between local velocity and initial wall direction. x=tan27, a=(x + 1)/2, m=M_ _. Then this eqation becomes: 
The corresponding curves for dependance of limit angles 7 and # on Mach number and specific heat ratio _¢ are shown in Figures 2 which were calculated using (10) and (7). 
where "plus"signcorresponds to subsonic conditionsand "minus" to supersonic condition.The setof well known "apple-like" curves for dependence angles # = F(7) for different specific heat ratios are shown in Figure 3 . Figure  7a and 7b. In Figure  7a , the external nozzle is constructed by giving the fixed contour z=z(x) in the zx-plane and a cross section contour is described by the super-elliptical equation: ) 
03)
where the Heaviside function H(x-x,) is defined: H(xz,)=O if x0 < :: < ::., and H(x-x.)=l if z. < x < x,.
The subscripted indicies 0,* and e correspond respectively to the nozzle inlet, throat and exit. The subsonic portion of the nozzle (from the inlet to the throat) has axisymmetric shape (a=b=l, n=2). In the supersonic portion (from the throat to the nozzle exit), a power n in (12) changes from the minimal throat value of 2 to the maximal exit value n_ and an eccentricity c=a/b changes from the minimal throat value of 1 to the maximal exit value ce. The nozzle contour z=f(x), in the plane of symmetry, y=0, is a cubic parabola in the subsonic part and then becomes rectilinear with the angle a = 10% For the Telescope nozzle in Figure  6a , the power n(x) increases from 2 to 10 downstream from the throat to the exit and two plane internal designs located symmetrically supported by the holders into the external design.
In Figure  6b another Figure  6c , dependence of radius on the azimuthal angle in the cross section is described by a periodic function r = r(_) with a period T=27r/n_:
into the first period r = r+=const for 0< _ <: _1 and _: < !a <: T, and r = r_=const for _1 < _ < _2, where _1 = 0.5(T-A_) and in2 = 0.5(T + A_). We call a corrugated surface part a "cavity" or a "convexity" relatively to the internal normal to the nozzle wall. Figure  8 because similar convexities allow the internal design to be maintained. In Figure 6c the main external design (1), a Chisel nozzle, is based on the cone of angle a = 10°and the internal design (2) has a conical surface.
The Blubell nozzle concept application for jet noise reduction can be also used in the Telescope nozzle concept for external design or for internal design as well as for both. Such an example is shown in Figure 6d .
There a 6-petal internal conical design is installed into an 8-petal external design in which three plane holders maintain its position. Figure 10 (at). For comparison, the external nozzle angle, c_c is also shown in this Figure. It is not at the optimal location and length for maximal thrust. These results illustrate that internal design is effective for short nozzles with relatively large angle a¢.
The benefit can be more significant for Telescope nozzles with several internal components. Figure 9 illustrates this effect that for three internal components.
The thrust benefit here is ---25Z. 
IV. SUPERSONIC TELESCOPE INLET

Supersonic inlet problems.
The main purpose of a supersonic inletisto slow down gas flow and to transferit from supersonic speed to low subsonic speed before a chamber (compressor). Simultaneously, the total pressure should have minimal loss for effectivecombustion in a chamber. The first investigations and analysisof thisproblem took place in the 60's. For 2D and axisymmetric inlets, the investigations showed that flow total pressure loss through a set of incline oblique shock waves with the lastnormal shock wave is essentially lessthan through a unique detached shock wave beforethe inlet. Several possibleinletflow regimes are s[iown schematicallyin Figures 11a-h: a) with two shock waves at the inletplus one externalat the cowl;b) three plusone; c) three with detached shock wave at the cowl; d) continuous compressive waves along a curved inlet surface (forebody) with detached shock wave at the cowl; e) with partial external compression and internal; f) with internal compression; g) with detached shock wave befoe the inlet. Figure  14h , where instead of turning oblique shock waves around a cowl front edge, a forebody corner point was used as the turning point. The problem is optimization of the length and angle of cowl front door for a 2D inlet of an air-breathing propulsion system.
A systems of three and four oblique shock waves forming at the designed inlet for fixed Mach number with a one and double wedge-shaped forebody were analyzed. The leading edge of a cowl door is the point of crossing of two or three oblique shock waves and the last passes the forebody corner point. The last shock wave joins this corner point and back edge of the cowl door.
The shock wave system compresses and turns the initial supersonic flow and again deflects it to the same initial 
